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RADICAL CLASSES OF REGULAR RINGS WITH
ARTINIAN PRIMITIVE IMAGES

B. J. GARDNER

This paper deals with radical classes consisting of regular
rings, all of whose primitive homomorphic images are artinian
(such rings will be called PA-regular). Noteworthy examples
of such radical classes include, for each n9 the class of reg-
ular rings satisfying the condition

a nilpotent =Φ an = 0 ,

and thus, in particular, the class of all strongly regular rings.
It is shown that every radical class & consisting of PA-
regular rings is hereditary, and is the lower radical class
defined by those of its members which are isomorphic to
matrix rings of strongly regular rings with identities.

Moreover, for each m, the class of strongly regular rings for
which the m x m matrix ring is in & is a radical class. This fact
establishes a very important role for the radical classes of strongly
regular rings, and accordingly a section is devoted to the latter.
In the final section some attention is given to the question of closure
of radical classes under direct products.

It is probably safe to say that more is known about the radical
classes which contain all nilpotent rings than about those which con-
tain none. Certainly—with the (important) exception of the semi-
simple radical classes—the radical classes which have been most
studied are towards the super nilpotent end of the spectrum.

The present paper has three main aims:
(1) to present some examples of (hereditary) subidempotent

radical classes;
(2) to examine radical theory in a relatively tractable but non-

trivial class of rings—the regular rings whose primitive homomorphic
images are all artinian;

(3) to say something about radical classes which are closed
under directs.

Investigations akin to objective (2), wherein radical theory is
studied "in microcosm", may be regarded as compromise substitutes
for the (probably unrealistic) aim of describing all radical classes.

The question of dirct product closure has been around for a long
time. It is easy to see that a hereditary radical class with this closure
property must be either supernilpotent of subidempotent, and we
shall here be concerned with the latter, providing a few examples and
counterexamples and answering, in the negative, Richard Wiegandt's
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question [22]: "Are hereditary, direct product-closed radical classes
equationally definable?"

We shall use the following terminology and notation. A regular
ring with all its primitive images artinian will be called PA-regular;
Mn(A) will denote the ring of n x n matrices over A; <\ will indicate
an ideal; the upper and lower radical classes defined by a class j y
will be denoted by U(J^) and L(j^) respectively; Q is the field of
rational numbers, Z the ring of integers, Z+ the set of positive
integers. All rings are associative. It never really matters, but
for the sake of definiteness, "artinian" and "primitive" are to be
interpreted as on the left. Finally, all classes of rings are assumed
to be isomorphically closed.

1* Some radical classes of PA-regular rings* We begin by
presenting some examples of radical classes consisting of PA-regular
rings.

Let & be a class of artinian primitive rings, ^ c the class of
primitive rings (artinian or not) not in ^* and let &\3?\ be the
class of regular rings, all of whose primitive homomorphic images
are in ^*

PROPOSITION 1.1. For any class & of artinian primitive rings,
is the class of regular rings in

Proof. If 0 Φ I < A 6 ^% then I is primitive. If I is in ^ ,
it has an identity, and thus A = Iξ&J for some ideal J. But then
/ = o, since A is primitive, so I = A e ^\ Thus every non-zero
ideal of a ring in 0>c is itself in &>c. It follows that U(^c) is the
class of rings without homomorphic images in ^% whence &[&*] Q

The reverse inclusion is clear. •

COROLLARY 1.2. For every class 0^ of artinian primitve rings,
is a radical class. •

COROLLARY 1.3. The class of all ΐA-regular rings is radical. •

COROLLARY 1.4. Let <5ίΓ he a class of PA-regular rings. Then
consists of VK-regular rings. •

Some further examples, important for later work, are obtained
from a consideration of the indices (of nilpotence) of nilpotent ele-
ments.

PROPOSITION 1.5. The following conditions are equivalent for a
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regular ring R and a positive integer n.
( i ) an = 0 for every nilpotent element a of R.
(ii) Every primitive homomorphic image of R is isomorphic

to Mr(Δ) for some division ring Δ and some r <; n.
(iii) R is a subdirect product of rings Mr?(Δλ), where the Δλ are

division rings and the rλ <£ n.

Proof. ( i )=>(ii): See Kaplansky [14], Theorem 2.3.
(ii)=>(iii): R is regular, and therefore semi-primitive.
(iii) => ( i ) : If 6 is a nilpotent element of Mrλ(Δλ), where rλ <̂  n

and Δλ is a division ring, then brλ = 0, so bn — 0. Thus an = 0 for
any nilpotent element a of (any subring of) Π Mr)(Δλ). •

From now no we shall denote by &n the class of regular rings
satisfying the conditions of Proposition 1.5.

THEOREM 1.6. For each n, ^Sn is a radical class which is closed
under regular subrings and direct products.

Proof. If A e ̂ n and AJI Φ 0, then since every primitive homo-
morphic image of A/1 is a homomorphic image of A, we have A/Ie
&n9 so &n is homomorphically closed. If J<\R, and J, R/Je&n,
then certainly R is regular. Both J and RJJ are subdirect products
of rings of the form Mr(Δ) where Δ is a division ring and r <ί n>
By the theorem of [20], R also has such a subdirect product represen-
tation and accordingly R is in &n, so the latter is closed under
extensions. Finally, if {Iλ\xeΛ} is a chain of ^,-ideals of some
ring, then if a is a nilpotent element of U Iλ, there is a λ0 e A for
which aelχoe&n and thus an = 0. Since UIλ is regular, it is in &n.
Thus &n is a radical class.

Since the defining condition on nilpotent elements is preserved
by subrings and direct products and direct products of regular rings
are regular, the other assertions of the theorem follow. •

COROLLARY 1.7. The class of strongly regular rings is a radical
class.

Proof. A regular ring is strongly regular if and only if it has
no nilpotent elements (see, e.g., [6]) so the class of strongly regular
rings is ^ . •

Corollary 1.7 was previously proved by Spircu [21] and announced
by Osondu [17].
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In a sense the examples of radical classes provided by Theorem
1.6 are special cases of those provided by Corollary 1.2: &n = &\&\
where 3? is the class of r x r matrix rings over division rings,
r <| n. Note however that in Theorem 1.6 we require only that rings
have representations as subdirect products of certain primitive rings:
all primitive homomorphic images then turn out to be of this kind.

2* Lower radical representations* We turn now to the problem
of finding subclasses ^/^ as small as possible, of radical classes ^
of PA-regular rings, such that L{^) — &. It turns out that classes
of matrix rings over strongly regular rings are what we seek.

THEOREM 2.1. Let & be a radical class consisting of PA-regular
rings, and let ^£ be the subclass of & consisting of rings isomor-
phic to complete matrix rings over strongly regular rings with
identities. Then

( i ) ^T = L(^t) and
(ii) & is hereditary.

Proof. ( i ) Let J? be a non-zero ring in &. By Theorem 3,
p. 239, of Jacobson [12], each non-zero ideal of R, and, in particular,
R itself, has an ideal I isomorphic to Mn(A) for some ring A without
nilpotent elements and some n. Furthermore, I has an identity u
which is a central idempotent of R. In the proof of the cited theo-
rem, it is established that A ~ e R e for some idempotent e e R. If
aeeRe, then eae = a, while since a is in R, there is an element
beR for which a = aba. Then

a(ebe)a = eae2be2ae = (eae)b{eae) = aba = a .

Thus eRe is regular, so A is. Since it has no nilpotent elements,
A is strongly regular. Let (utj) be the identity of Mn(A). Then for
a G A, we have

a
a

0

\

°r
a

a

0

\
0

a!

—

a
a

0

0

a

whence, comparing (1,1) entries, we see that un is an identity for A.
Since I has an identity u, we have R = I φ K for some K <J R,

so, as a homomorphic image of R} Mn(A) = I is in &. This means
that I ~ Mn(A) e ^ C Every non-zero homomorphic image of R is
again in ^?, so it has a non-zero ideal in ^ as above. Thus
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(ii) Let J < A e £?. Then ^?(J) < Λ, so J/&(J) < R/^(J) e
&. If J/&(J) Φ 0, then by the theorem from [12] quoted in the
proof of (i), J\&{J) has a non-zero ideal in ^£ £ .^?. This is im-
possible, so J = &{J)9 and ^ is hereditary. Π

COROLLARY 2.2. Every radical class of strongly rings is here-
ditary. •

A special case of Corollary 2.2.—all radical classes of boolean
rings are hereditary—was proved in Galay's thesis [7].

It should be pointed out, however, that radical classes of regular
rings need not be hereditary.

EXAMPLE 2.3. Let R be the ring of all linear transformations
of an ^-dimensional vector space, Ro the ring of linear transfor-
mations of finite rank. Then Ro is a simple ring without identity,
so Ro has no non-zero accessible subring which is a homomorphic
image of R. Thus Ro < R but Ro & L({R}), so L({R}) is not hereditary.

Theorem 2.1 suggests an investigation of the converse question:
if <& is a class of matrix rings over strongly regular rings (with
identities), what does L(&) look like? We shall now investigate
this. The following result shows that ^ may, without loss, be
assumed to be a radical class.

THEOREM 2.4. Let <% be a radical class consisting ofPA-regular
rings. Then there are radical classes ^n9 neZ+, consisting of
strongly regular rings such that

(\J {
neZ+

Proof. By Theorem 2.1, & — L(^#) where Λ€ is the class of
rings in & isomorphic to matrix rings over strongly regular rings
(not necessarily with identities). For each n, let ^n — {A\A is
strongly regular and Mn(A) e &}. Since the strongly regular rings
form a radical class (Corollary 1.7) and the class {A\Mn(A)e^?} is
radical (see [10] or [16]), each ^ n is a radical class. Clearly

^ = L( U {Mn{A)\AzWn}) . •
n e Z+

To finish off this section, we present some results relating the
possible primitive homomorphic images of rings in a radical class &
consisting of PA-regular rings to the classes ^/n of Theorem 2.4.

PROPOSITION 2.5. Let N be a set of natural numbers, and for
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each neN let ^/n he a radical class consisting of strongly regular
rings. If R is in

then R is regular, and every non-zero homomorphic image of R is a
subdirect product of rings isomorphic to Mn(Δ), neN, where J is a
division ring in *%Sn.

Proof If Ae^n and J <\ Mn(A), then J = Mn(I) for some I < A
(see, e.g., de la Rosa [19]), so Mn(A)JJ ^ Mn(A/I), where A\IeWn.
Thus each {Mn(A)\A e %?„} is homomorphically closed. Since all rings
are idempotent, every non-zero ring R in L({Mn(A) \ n e N, A e ^n})
has a non-zero ideal isomorphic to MJJB) for some neN, Be ^n.
By Proposition 1.6 and Corollary 1.3 (since Mn(B) is in &n), R is PA-
regular. Thus R is a subdirect product of matrix rings Mr (Δμ) over
division rings Δμ. But then each such Mr (Δμ) has a non-zero ideal
isomorphic to Mn(C), neN, Ce %rn. This means that MTμ(Δμ) = Mn(C),
so Mn(C), and hence also C, is simple. But C is strongly regular,
and therefore a division ring, so rμ — n and Δμ = Ce^n (see, e.g.,
Kertesz [15], p. 180).

Thus R is a subdirect product of matrix rings Mn(Δ), neN,
over division rings Δe^/n. R is also regular, and all the above
applies equally well to any (non-zero) homomorphic image. •

The next result provides an alternative formulation of the previ-
ous one (cf. Proposition 1.5).

PROPOSITION 2.6. The following conditions are equivalent for a
regular ring R and a class & of matrix rings of bounded order
over division rings.

( i ) Every primitive homomorphic image of R is in &*.
(ii) Every homomorphic image of R is a subdirect product of

rings in &.

Proof. ( i ) => (ii): Each homomorphic image R/I of R is regular,
and thus a subdirect product of primitive rings. The latter, being
primitive images of R, are in &*.

( i i )=>(i) : Let S be a primitive homomorphic image of R.
Then S is a subdirect product of rings in &9 so for every nilpotent
element a of S we have an = 0, where n is an upper bound for the
orders of the matrix rings in &. This forces S to be simple artinian,
and hence in & (see Proposition 1.5). •

COROLLARY 2.7. Let N be a set of natural numbers, and for
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each neN let cf/n he a radical class consisting of strongly regular
rings. If ReL{{Mn(A)\neN, Ae ^n}) then every primitive homo-
morphic image of R is isomorphic to a matrix ring Mn(A), where
neN and A is a division ring in %Sn. •

3* Radical theory for strongly regular rings* In a strongly
regular ring, each element a has associated with it a unique element
α' such that

a — a2a' — aafa = a'a2 and a' — (a'fa = a'aa' = a(a')2 .

Thus the strongly regular rings are equipped with an extra unary
operation, ', and if this, as well as the ring operations, is taken into
account, then the class of strongly regular rings is a variety.

This variety can serve as a universal class for radical theory.
Since as a class of rings, the class of strongly regular rings is here-
ditary and homomorphically closed, it can serve as a universal class
of rings also. Moreover, the notions of homomorphism, kernel and
image are the same whichever way one looks at things, so we get
the same radical classes either way, and can accordingly afford to
blur the distinction.

Now when a hereditary radical class ^ of rings is used as a
universal class, every radical class in ^ is a radical class of rings.
This was first noted (for topological rings) by Arnautov and Vodincear
[2]; for a proof, see also [10]. Thus radical classes of strongly regular
rings (in any sense) are radical classes of rings. Moreover, in view
of the representation in Theorem 2.4, they assume a crucial role in
the wider context of radical theory for PA-regular rings.

Varieties of regular rings (where account is taken of ' as well
as the rings operations) provide examples.

THEOREM 3.1. Let Y* be a variety of strongly regular rings.
Then

( i ) ψ* is generated by the division rings it contains, and
(ii) ψ* is closed under extensions.

Proof. ( i ) Every A e T* is a subdirect product (qua ring and
qua strongly regular ring) of division rings, and the latter are neces-
sarily in Yl

(ii) Let A be a strongly regular ring with an ideal I such that
I and A/1 are in Yl Then A has a family {Jλ \ X e A) of ideals such
that each AjJλ is a division ring and f\Λ JX — O If> for some λ,
/ £ Jχ9 then A/Jλ, as a homomorphic image of A/I, is in T] while if
IS Jλ, then by maximality, I + Jλ = A, so A/Jλ ^ I/I f]JλeTl Hence
A is in T. •
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COROLLARY 3.2. Every variety of strongly regular rings is a
radical class.

Proof. As for Theorem 1.4 of [8]. Π

One can obtain examples of varieties of strongly rings by inter-
secting the class of strongly regular rings with varieties of rings.
There are others, however. For instance, whereas the variety of
rings generated by Q is the class of commutative rings, the variety
of strongly regular rings generated by Q consists of rings with
characteristic 0 and thus excludes, for example, all finite fields.
Another non-trivial example of a variety is the class of all strongly
regular rings of characteristic 0.

A variety of strongly regular rings is generated by its subclass
of division rings; it's also defined by a set of identities which involve
' as well as the ring operations. But for division rings, we have
a' = a'1 if a Φ 0 while 0' = 0. Thus, for example, the variety of
strongly regular rings of characteristic 0 is defined by the set of
identities

{pa2(pa)f = a \ p prime} .

The structure of the set of idempotents provides further exam-
ples of radical classes of strongly regular rings. If A is strongly
regular, then all idempotents in A are central, and the set E{A) of
all idempotents is a boolean ring with respect to the multiplication
of A and the new addition given by

e + / = e + / - 2ef.

THEOREM 3.3. Let & he a radical class of boolean rings, &*
the class of strongly regular rings A for which E(A) e &. Then
&* is a radical class.

Proof. If A e J 5 * and I <\ A, then for every e e E(A/I) there is
an eeE(A) such that e + I = e (see [11], p. 52: Lallement's Lemma).
The natural homomorphism from A to A/1 therefore induces a sur-
jective homomorphism from E{A) to E(A/I). Accordingly, E(A/I) e
&, so that A/1e&* and it follows that ^ * is homomorphically
closed.

Now let B be a strongly regular ring with an ideal J such that /
and BjJ are in ^ * . The natural map B-+B/J induces a surjective
homomorphism E(B) -> E(B/J), with kernel {e eE(B)\ e eJ} = E(J).
Since E(J) and E(B/J) are in ^ , so is E(B), i.e., B is in &*, and
the latter is closed under extensions.
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If {Lλ\XeΛ} is a chain of ^?*-ideals of a strongly regular ring
R and R = \Jλ Lλ, then E{R) = (J; •#(£;) € ̂ T, since J£(Lj) < #(22) for
each λ, so 22 e ^ 3 * . This completes the proof. •

Some non-obvious examples of radical class of boolean rings can
be obtained as follows from some results of Cramer [5]. For each
cardinal number a, let ^ a be the class of boolean rings A such that
for aeA, the principal ideal of A generated by a has, when viewed
as a boolean algebra, no free subalgebras of rank a. Details of this
and other examples are given in Galay's thesis [7].

4* Radical classes obtained from varieties* We return to the
question of the production of radical classes consisting of PA-regular
rings from radical classes of strongly regular rings. In this section
we shall look at the case of varieties of strongly regular rings from
this viewpoint, and direct some attention to the problem of deciding
when the resultant radical classes of PA-regular rings are closed
under direct products.

THEOREM 4.1. Let ^ be a variety of regular rings, N a set of
positive integers. Then a ring R is in L({Mn(A)\Ae%S}) if and
only if R is regular and every primitive homomorphic image of R
is isomorphic to Mn(A) for some division ring A in ^ .

Proof. "Only if" follows from Corollary 2.7. (By Corollary 3.2,
%f is a radical class.)

For the converse, let R be a regular ring for which every primi-
tive homomorphic image is isomorphic to Mn(Δ), neN, J e ^ . Then
R is PA-regular, so by the proof of Theorem 2.1, R has a non-zero
ideal L = Mr(Y), for some r, where Y is a strongly regular ring
with identity. Then L is a homomorphic image of R, so all of its
primitive images are isomorphic to rings Mn(Δ), neN, Δe^. Let
Y (being strongly regular) have ideals Jλ such that Y/Jλ is a divi-
sion ring, for each λ, and 0 ^ = 0. Then for each λ, Mr(Y/Jλ) is a
primitive homomorphic image of Λfr(3Γ) = L, so r e N and Y/Jλ e *%S
for each λ. But since % is closed under subdirect products, we
then have Γ e ^ and so L is isomorphic to a ring in {Mn(A)\neN,

whence ReL({Mn(A)\neN,Ae<%r}). •

By Proposition 2.6, the last result says that for any variety ^ of
strongly regular rings and set Nof natural numbers, L({Mn(A)\Ae^,
neN}) is the class of regular, strongly U({Mn(Δ)\Δ is a division
ring in ^f, n e iVr})-semi-simple rings. For (at least) some classes
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of simple artinian rings, all strongly [/(.^)-semi-simple rings are
regular. This is certainly so when there is a (ring) polynomial iden-
tity satisfied by each R e ̂ f, since Armendariz and Fisher [2] have
shown that hereditarily idempotent rings satisfying polynomial iden-
tities are regular. From these considerations we get

COROLLARY 4.2. Let T* be a variety of rings, ^ the class of
strongly regular rings in T] N a finite set of natural numbers.
Then

— {R\Every primitive homomorphic image of
R is isomorphic to a ring Mn(Δ) where neN
and A is a division ring in

Proof. Every ring A in ^ satisfies a fixed polynomial identity
a. Let n = max(JV). Then there is an identity β satisfied by each
M-n(A) and therefore by each Mn(A), neN. •

COROLLARY 4.3. Let T be a variety of rings, N a finite set of
natural numbers,

^f — {Mn(Δ)\neN, Δe Ti Δ is a division ring} .

Then L({Mn(A)\neN, Ae y] A is strongly regular}) is the class of
strongly U(^£)-semi-simple rings. •

For the rest of this section we shall consider closure under direct
products for radical classes consisting of PA-regular rings.

We do not know whether the radical class of Theorem 4.1 is
closed under direct products when N is finite (nor, in fact that of
Corollary 4.2). However, direct product closure does require an upper
bound on the indices of nilpotence of elements of rings in a radical
class.

THEOREM 4.4. Let & be a direct product-closed radical class
consisting of VK-regular rings. Then & ς: έ%n for some n.

Proof. Suppose & contains infinitely many rings Mni(J1)9

Mnz(Δ2), where Δu Δ2, are division rings and nx < n2 <
Then Π MH(Δ%) e &. Let Φ be a non-principal ultrafilter of subsets
of {nu n2, •}. Then Π Mn.(A?)IO is primitive (Amitsur [1], Theorem
2A) and belongs to ,^?. Hence Π Mni(dt)/Φ is isomorphic to Mm(Γ)
for some division ring Γ and some meZ+. But then, by Theorem
2B of [1], {i\nt = m}eΦ, while \{i\nt = m}\ = 0 or 1. But this can't
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happen since Φ is non-principal. •

(For a discussion of ultrafilters, see, e.g. [4], Ch. VII).
The classes &n themselves are examples of direct product closed

radical classes consisting of PA-regular rings. - In [9] it was shown
that for each n the class ^n of hereditarily idempotent (and hence
regular [2]) rings satisfying the standard identity of degree n is a
radical class; clearly the <g*n are closed under direct products. We
now present a generalization of this.

THEOREM 4.5. Let T1 be a variety of rings, &\T\ the class of
regular rings in Tl Then &{Y*\ is a hereditary radical class which
is closed under direct products.

Proof. Every primitive homomorphic image of every ring in
^[T*] satisfies a polynomial identity and is therefore artinian [13].
Let Mn(Δ) be such a ring, with Δ a division ring. Then Mn(Z(Δ)) is
in Yl so there is an upper bound on possible values of n. If k is
such an upper bound, then &[T] S &k, so ^[T] Ω&kΓ\T. But
&k ΓΊ T £ {A 6 TIA is regular} = έ&[T], so &[T] = ^ Π 7 : Thus
&[y] is hereditary, homomorphically closed and closed under direct
products. If {Iλ\\eΛ} is a chain of ideals of a ring R and each Iλ

is in &[T*], then \JλeΛIλ is regular and satisfies all the identities
of the Iλ9 so it is in Yl All that is now needed is to prove that
&\T} is closed under extensions. If I<\ T and if J, TJIe^[T],
then certainly T is regular. Each of I, T/I is a subdirect product
of simple rings in &k Π Ψl By the theorem of Snider [20] used
previously, so is T. This proves the theorem. •

Richard Wiegandt [22] asks whether every hereditary, direct
product-closed radical class is a variety. (Of course by "variety"
here we mean variety of algebras possibly with other operations
besides the ring operations; e.g. the Jacobson radical class is a variety
when account is also taken of the circle operation and the class of
strongly regular rings is a variety as we have already noted.) The
answer to this question is negative. Raphael [18] notes that the
class of regular rings is not a variety since it fails to be closed
under equalizers; he cites the following example, attributed to Pare:
M2{Q) has an equalizer subring which is not regular. In fact Q can
be replaced by any division ring Δ in this example. We now extend
this to Mn(Δ) for all n.

PROPOSITION 4.6. Let Δ be a division ring. Define f: Mn(Δ) —>
MSΔ) (n > 1) by
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+ ( - ly-'a^ a12 -α13 + + ( - l)n~2aln aln \

( α u + α21) - (α12 + α22) + + ( - l ) " - 1 ^ + α2n) (α l n + α27l)

(α21 + α81) - (α22 + α32) + + ( - l ) 7 * " 1 ^ + a3n) (α2 n + α3ra)

(α»-i,i + O - (αn-i,2 + O H K ~ l)n" 1(αn_ l t n + ann) (αΛ_lfW + ann)\

Then f is a ring homomorphism. Every matrix in the equalizer of
f and the identity has the form

la 0 0

* *

0

Proof. It is clear that / preserves addition. The proof of
servation of multiplication is tedious; suffice it to say that when
is calculating the (i, j) entry of a product

pre-
one

there is a fair amount of cancelling between aijbkj and attk+1bk+ltί.
If {ai3) is in the equalizer, then

SO

0 = aί2 — a13

0 = a13 - a14

0 - a ln .

(-l)n~2aln - a1

D

THEOREM 4.7. Lei & be a radical class consisting ofFA-regular
rings. If έ% is a variety, then & contains only strongly regular
rings.

Proof. If & contains a ring which is not strongly regular,
then Mn(Δ) e ^ ? for some division ring Δ and some n > 1. Let S be
the equalizer of the identity map of Mn{Δ) and the map / of Proposi-
tion 4.6. Let [l]n l be the matrix whose (n, 1) entry is 1 and whose
other entries are 0. Then [l]nleS, while for AeS, we have

[l]nlA[l)nί -

a 0 0 0\
* * * *

*/

/0 0 0 0\

0 0 0 ••• 0

a 0 0 0/

[1],! = 0
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Thus there is no A e S for which [l]mii[l]nl = [l]n l, whence S is not
regular, so certainly S ί &. But if & were a variety, it would be
closed under equalizers. •
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